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Our mission is to serve our clients, in an atmosphere of trust, to help grow and preserve their wealth.  We provide personal attention and comprehensive 

strategies, striving to enable our clients to live and retire with stability. Alltrust Financial Management serves clients seeking comprehensive financial 

guidance, with a team approach, in a manner that continuously exceeds our clients' expectations. We are a recognized and respected financial 

management firm delivering trusted, personal attention. 

 
REALITY CHECK: WHAT THE AVERAGE RETIREE SPENDS A MONTH (SOURCE: MARKETWATCH) 
The gray-haired couple sipping champagne on a beach at sunset. Grandpa teaching the grandkids how to fish at the family 
lake house. Are these scenes of carefree times in retirement based on financial reality? 
 
According to the latest Bureau of Labor Statistics data, which is based on 2016 figures, “older households” — defined as those 
run by someone 65 and older — spend an average of $45,756 a year, or roughly $3,800 a month. That’s about $1,000 less than 
the monthly average spent by all U.S. households combined. 
 
Naturally, your spending in retirement will vary based on countless variables, including the price of your preferred champagne 
and the annual property taxes on that lake house (if those things happen to be on your retirement vision board). Read on to 
learn how retirees’ spending habits tend to differ from the working population, and how you can plan for your personal 
postwork needs. 
 
Households run by someone 65 and older spend an average of $45,756 a year, or roughly $3,800 a month. 
 
Spending by category 

With fewer mouths to feed and no work-related costs to worry about, you may have expected retirement expenses to be even 
lower than the BLS data indicates. 
 
In some categories, spending does indeed decrease, even in surprising ones like food. In others areas, like health care, life 
becomes more expensive as you age. 
 
Here’s the data shown as a monthly breakdown of how households headed by a retirement-age person spend money, on 
average, in seven major categories: 
 
• Housing: $1,322 
You may be close to paying off your mortgage, but housing is the biggest spending category for all age groups — retirees 
included. Some costs never go away, even when a home loan is fully paid. This monthly expenditure includes property taxes, 
insurance, utilities, repairs and maintenance and household supplies. 
 
• Transportation: $567 
People older than 65 do catch a break on transportation costs. The $6,814 annual average outlay, which includes the costs of 
gas, insurance and maintenance and repairs, is about one-third less than the nearly $9,000 average households of other ages 
shell out each year. 
 
• Health care: $499 
Insurance premiums — which run over $4,000 a year on average for the 65-plus set — are a spending category that just gets 
bigger as you age, at least until 75 when BLS data shows costs dipping about $30 a year. While a financial assist from an 
employer may no longer exist, at least there’s Medicare to help cover some costs. 
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• Food: $483 
This is another major budget category for all ages. Yet retirees spend nearly 20% less than the average household does on food, 
maybe thanks to more home cooking? Or capitalizing on the classic retiree early-bird special? 
 
• Personal insurance/pensions: $237 
Those in the household who are still employed (bringing in earned income) are required to pay their fair share of salary to 
Social Security and perhaps even the company pension, which combined account for the bulk of this average monthly expense. 
 
• Cash contributions: $202 
Apparently with age comes a greater appreciation of one’s financial blessings. Retirees report dedicating $2,429 of their annual 
income to “cash contributions” (which include charitable donations), compared with $2,081 by the average household. 
 
• Entertainment: $197 
Living it up without having to get up and schlep to the office early the next morning is a perk of retirement. Here older 
households spend about as much on fun stuff as do those ages 25 to 34, but somewhat less than the broader average ($243 a 
month). 
 
How this affects retirement planning 

A widely accepted rule-of-thumb is that in retirement you’ll need to replace from 70% to 90% of your income to maintain your 
standard of living. But again, your mileage may vary depending on when you retire, where you choose to live, how long you 
live, when you start taking Social Security and a host of other factors. 
 
If you are not yet retired, we are happy to provide a retirement income projection analysis – call us to start the process and tell 
your friends that we can assist them as well! 
 
 
MORE TIPS ON TRUSTS FOR IRA AND 401(K) HOLDERS– PART TWO (SOURCE: BRIAN DOBBIS, LORD ABBETT)  

Here’s the nitty-gritty on naming a trust beneficiary, plus insights on trust mechanics and taxation, and why bequeathing a Roth 

IRA appeals to many investors. 
 

Owners of a 401(k) plan or IRA account, depending on their estate and legacy-planning goals, have the option to name a trust 

as a beneficiary instead of an individual (e.g., spouse, child, grandchild, etc.).  If you choose to name a trust as the beneficiary of 

a retirement account, such as an IRA or 401(k), there are number of considerations. Notably, a retirement account that is left to 

a trust must follow the IRA distribution rules just as any other living, breathing beneficiary.  There are many rules determining 

the beneficiary age for calculating required distributions (“stretch”); however, you do not have the option of using the age of 

each trust beneficiary, because the only beneficiary is the trust. Instead, assuming the trust qualifies as a “look-through,” you 

must use the life expectancy of the oldest trust beneficiary for required minimum distributions (RMDs). For this reason, anyone 

naming multiple trust beneficiaries ideally should see that they are close in age. Further, if any of the trust beneficiaries 

is not an individual (e.g., estate, charity), there would be no designated beneficiary for distribution purposes, even if the trust 

qualifies as a look-through; thus, trust beneficiaries would not be able to stretch post-death RMDs over the life expectancy of 

the oldest beneficiary. If the trust fails to qualify as a look-through, then it has no life expectancy. Generally, the entire account 

must be distributed to the trust within five years. 

 

Trust Mechanics: How Do They Work? 

When a trust is named as the beneficiary, these are the steps to follow: First, the account should be retitled as an inherited IRA, 

401(k), etc. In addition, the account is not paid out to the trust. Next, RMDs are made from the retirement account to the trust. 

In other words, the RMD is a distribution from the IRA and paid to the trust. Only the RMD amount must be moved, each year, 

from the IRA to the trust.  Distributions are then made to beneficiaries following trust language. The trustee, assuming trust 

language permits, can make additional distributions, for example, upon attaining a minimum age, time, and or life event (from 

the trust) to the beneficiaries of the trust. 

https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/investing/take-social-security-benefits/?utm_campaign=ct_prod&utm_source=syndication&utm_medium=wire&utm_term=anne-stanleymarketwatch-com&utm_content=525522


 

Retitling an Inherited IRA 

A trust beneficiary should be retitled as follows: 
 

John Smith, IRA (died February 1, 2018) 

For the benefit of (FBO) James Smith, Trustee of the Smith Trust, beneficiary 

It’s imperative that the account is registered using the trust federal identification number—not the Social Security of the 

deceased.  Retitling an account incorrectly has severe consequences.  Instead of having an inherited account, you will have 

distribution to the trust, subject to immediate taxation. 

Reasons to Name a Trust Beneficiary 

An owner of a retirement plan/account has a lot of latitude in naming a beneficiary. He/she could name a spouse, child, 

grandchild, friend, charity, estate, trust, or some combination. Is a trust, though, right for you? When, then, should someone 

consider naming a trust beneficiary?  Although each family situation is particular to them, fairly common reasons for naming a 

trust beneficiary include: minors as a beneficiary; a disabled (“special needs”) individual; second marriages; creditor protection; 

estate taxes; or a beneficiary that doesn’t have the financial acumen to manage effectively his or her inheritance. In addition, 

consider naming a trust when the client has beneficiary “trust” concerns—a trust can protect a beneficiary from rapidly 

depleting an inheritance by including a spendthrift provision. Once again, trusts do not save on taxes; instead, the primary 

reason to name a trust as beneficiary is to control (post-death) distributions to beneficiaries. 

Trust Beneficiary and Taxes 

Virtually every trust has its own unique set of rules, and each family has its own dynamics.  So, when assessing a trust, consider 

taking a team approach to designing and implementing it.  Involve all centers of influence, such as a tax professional, an 

attorney, and the trustee, in addition to the client. Notably, a client can make his or her trust as liberal as they want, or 

conversely, if they want more post-death control, as rigid as they like. It’s up to the client—with one caveat: the inherited IRA 

must pay out at least the required minimum amount (to the trust) annually. Using a trust to inherit an IRA poses several tax 

risks if not designed properly. First, the trust could wind up paying higher taxes than heirs would. For example, in 2018, the top 

trust tax rate of 37% applies to income exceeding $12,500 versus income exceeding $600,000 for married individuals filing 

jointly ($500,000 for single taxpayers).  However, heirs can avoid paying the higher trust tax rate, assuming the trustee can pass 

all distributions to the trust beneficiary, as opposed to retaining income inside the trust. The 3.8% investment surtax also needs 

to be addressed. The surtax applies to taxpayers whose modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) exceeds $200,000 or $250,000 

(not indexed to inflation) for married couples filing jointly versus a lower income level for trusts. The threshold for trusts in 

2018 is $12,500. 

New Tax Brackets Under the Final GOP Tax Plan 

Individuals, married filing jointly, trusts and estates 



 

 

Source: Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference regarding the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, December 16, 2017; 

Michael Kitces,www.kitces.com 
  

With some advanced planning, a trust can offer the trustee both the needed flexibility and discretion to decide how much 

income to distribute to beneficiaries based on their needs, along with how much income will remain after taxes. 

 

Conduit Trust versus Accumulation Trust 

A properly drafted trust will not only qualify for “look-through” treatment but also will address whether to be arranged as 

a conduit or accumulation trust. A conduit trust serves as a conduit to pass minimum distributions from the inherited IRA to 

trust beneficiaries. Take the following steps to ensure the distributions are done properly: RMDs should be paid from the 

inherited IRA to the trust, then from the trust to IRA beneficiaries. Consequently, no minimum distributions (from the inherited 

IRA) would remain in the trust, which in turn eliminates any trust taxes. Instead, trust beneficiaries would pay tax on 

distributions (received as K-1 income) at their own individual income tax rates. An accumulation trust (sometimes referred to as 

a discretionary trust) is generally used by individuals who want full and total control over post-death distributions. Why? An 

accumulation (as opposed to a conduit) trust does not have to pay out all IRA distributions to trust beneficiaries. Instead, the 

trustee has discretion to either pay out nothing, a portion, or all of the IRA distributions to trust beneficiaries. But any IRA 

distribution amounts not paid (to trust beneficiaries) are considered accumulated (in the trust) and taxed at trust tax rates.  The 

trustee can choose to retain annual RMDs in the trust (although RMDs must still be paid from the IRA to the trust), but the 

trustee is not required make payment to trust beneficiaries. As noted, a qualifying trust is required to use the life expectancy of 

the oldest beneficiary to determine annual post-death RMDs. More important, the post-death payout rules for accumulation 

http://www.kitces.com/


trusts require using the ages both primary and remainder beneficiaries to determine who is the oldest beneficiary. Whereas 

conduit trusts differ here, only primary beneficiary ages are used to determine post-death RMDs. 

 

Consider Leaving a Roth to a Trust 

Inheriting a Roth IRA through a qualifying trust follows the same post-death RMD rules as a traditional IRA—with one significant 

difference: in the case of a Roth IRA, RMDs generally will be income-tax free—so long as the five-year holding period has been 

satisfied. Therefore, an accumulation trust that holds a Roth IRA would eliminate the aforementioned trust-tax issues for those 

situations wherein the trustee decides to retain income in the trust. Roth IRAs also are appealing to those beneficiaries who 

inherit via a conduit trust.  The income paid out via annual distributions also would be free of income taxes. Roth IRA 

distributions are not taxable, whether they are left to a trust or a person. 

Feel free to contact us to discuss your personal situation. 

 

 To comply with Treasury Department regulations, we inform you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any tax information contained 

herein is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the 

Internal Revenue Code or any other applicable tax law, or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction, 

arrangement, or other matter. 
  
WEEKLY UPDATES ARE AVAILABLE  
LPL Financial’s Weekly Market Commentary and Weekly Economic Commentary can be found on LPL Financial’s website 
(http://www.lplfinancial.com/learning_center/research/). 
 
OTHER UPDATES AVAILABLE FROM LPL RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 

- Daily market update: http://LPLresearch.com  
- YouTube Channel: http://www.youtube.com/lplresearch (which can also be found on our website) 
- Outlook 2018: Return of the Business Cycle video can be found on LPL Research YouTube channel. 

 
CLIENT CONNECT 
Are you anticipating an e-mail change? Let us know. We want to make sure you receive all of our e-mail communications. Send 
your new e-mail to melissa.arbisi@lpl.com  
 
If you have any input or comments about our newsletter, let us know. We love to hear from you!! 
 
Your referrals mean a great deal to our business. If you know of a friend or family member who might benefit from our service, 
please let us know. We will work hard to ensure that your referrals feel it was a wise investment of their time – and their 
future- to have met with us. 
 
Don’t keep us a secret!! Share this with your family and friends. 
 
Till next month, 
 
The Alltrust Team 
 
 

Securities offered through LPL Financial.  Member FINRA/SIPC 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or 

recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial 
advisor prior to investing.  

The information is being provided for general educational purposes only and is not intended to provide legal or tax advice. You 
should consult your own legal or tax advisor for guidance on regulatory compliance matters. Any examples provided are for 

informational purposes only and are not intended to be reflective of actual results and are not indicative of any particular client 
situation. 
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